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ONE SHOT
Neutral Floor Cleaner

 � Concentrated and lemon-scented
 � Lifts soil from the surface so it can 
be easily removed and not harm 
floor finish gloss

Dilution: 1:20
Packaging: 4 x 1 gal, 5 gal, 55 gal
 I O2445

QUARRY TILE CLEANER
 � Emulsifies and lifts dirt from tile and 
grout lines on contact

 � Penetrates cracks and pores to 
make soil removal complete

 � Safe to use and pleasantly scented
Dilution: 1:32
Packaging: 4 x 1 gal, 5 gal, 55 gal
 I PS2195

SUNSHINE NEUTRAL CLEANER
Enhanced with Optical Brighteners

 � No rinsing necessary
 � Safe for all floors
 � Multi-purpose use
 � Leaves a fresh pleasant scent

Dilution: 1:64 - 1:256
Packaging: 4 x 1 gal, 5 gal I S3497

ULTRA LINE NEUTRAL
CLEANER
All-Purpose Cleaner

 � No-rinse
 � Formulated to safely clean floors, 
walls and other surfaces

 � Lemon-scented
Dilution: 1:64
Packaging: 4 x 1 gal, 5 gal, 30 gal,  
 55 gal 
 I UL4010

WINTER RINSE
Neutralizer

 � Removes winter salt and chemical  
stains from floors, carpet and 
equipment

 � Use as a neutralizers for floor 
stripper solutions prior to applying 
floor finish

Dilution: 1:4 - 1:28
Packaging: 12 x 32 oz, 4 x 1 gal
   I W4115

FLOOR MAINTAINERS        

MAINTAIN
Floor Finish Spray Buff

 � High quality product that maintains 
the “wet look - no skid” finish   
on floors 

 � Used routinely for floor 
maintenance  between strippings

 � Excellent scuff and black heel  
mark removal

Dilution: As is
Packaging: 12 x 32 oz, 4 x 1 gal
 I CS0725 

RESPOND
One-Step Cleaner Maintainer

 � Formulated for maintenance of 
resilient tile floors using high speed 
equipment 

 � Eliminates the need to clean with a  
neutral cleaner prior to buffing

 � Removes black heel marks, scuff  
marks, small scratches and returns  
finish to its original gloss

 � Very economical for large areas
Dilution: 1:20
Packaging: 4 x 1 gal, 5 gal, 55 gal
 I R3035

ULTRA LINE RESTORER
Highly Dilutable High Solids Restorer

 � Formulated for maintenance of 
resilient tile floors using high speed 
equipment

 � Eliminates the need to clean with a  
neutral cleaner prior to buffing

 � Removes black heel marks, scuff  
marks, small scratches and returns  
finish to its original gloss

 � Economical and time-saving to use
Dilution: 1:32
Packaging: 4 x 1 gal, 5 gal I UL3035 

FLOOR SEALERS          

SUPER SEALER
Acrylic Polymer Floor Sealer

 � Exhibits superior bonding and 
leveling qualities

 � Increases depth of gloss and 
provides for a longer wearing finish

Dilution: As is
Packaging: 4 x 1 gal, 5 gal, 55 gal
 I CS0700

URA SEAL
Urethane Fortified Floor Sealer

 � Formulated for porous surfaces 
such as concrete, terrazzo, quarry 
tile, ceramic and other stone floors

 � Provides necessary ingredients to  
ensure well-bonded protection

Dilution: As is
Packaging: 5 gal I CS0710

FLOOR CLEANERS         

AP-7
No-Rinse Neutral pH Floor & All-Purpose 
Cleaner

 � No-rinse
 � Formulated to safely clean floors  
without dulling or removing the  
protective finish

 � Lifts and suspends soil for easy 
removal while restoring the   
high gloss

 � Lemon-scented
Dilution: 1:128 - 1:64
Packaging: 4 x 1 gal, 5 gal, 55 gal
 I P2666
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